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Abstract. Side and rear car mirrors are among the most important safety features
on our vehicles. Ordinary appearance faults of car mirrors comprise surface fault type
and contour fault type. Since the contour faults will cause structural damages on vehicle
mirrors and reduce the ability to withstand outer stress and pressure, the degree of harm
is even more than the surface faults for vehicle mirrors. To substitute examiners from
traditional inspection tasks of car mirrors, this study exploits a hybrid method based on
computer vision to inspect contour faults on convex car mirrors. The hybrid method
consists of wavelet transform and small variation detection algorithm. Distances from
boundary points of a mirror to the centroid are transformed to 1-D wavelet domain with
low-pass filtering to enhance the contour faults on the binary mirror images. The distance
deviations of the corresponding boundary points before and after applying the wavelet
filtering process can be distinguished by the exponential weighted moving average model to
identify locations of the contour faults. This approach only uses self-own information of
testing images to determine whether there are any irregular contour changes without the
need of standard patterns for matching. Experimental outcomes show that the proposed
hybrid method reaches 7% incorrect alert rate and 86% fault detection rate for the front-
view image inspection; 5% incorrect alert rate and 92% fault detection rate for the side-
view image inspection and it outperforms the existing methods in contour faults inspection
on convex car mirrors.
Keywords: Automated industrial inspection, Convex car mirrors, Contour faults, Wave-
let descriptors, EWMA model

1. Introduction. Vehicle mirrors allow light to be reflected so that the objects behind
the car can be seen. Curved convex vehicle mirrors can make driver’s rear view more
widely. The side and rear vehicle mirrors are among the most important safety features
on our vehicles. Since appearance faults straight influence product quality of mirrors,
the inspection of appearance faults is very important for producers. In the production
process of mirror related products, a metal is coated on the rear of see-through glass to
make better the effect of reflection. Laboring examination is simple to be disturbed by the
outer object images reflected on the appearances of mirrors and leads to making wrong
decisions in the defect inspection. Moreover, the exterior of a mirror product is simply
fastened to dust, dirt, water, and so on and makes the flaw inspection work more difficult.
Figure 1 shows a regular side car mirror and a work-in-process (WIP) car mirror.

General appearance faults of vehicle mirrors include primarily: scratches, bubbles, pin-
holes, belonging to the surface fault type; and damaged edges, burrs, belonging to the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) A side car mirror; (b) a WIP car mirror

(a) (b)

Figure 2. Corresponding contour faults appearing on car mirrors: (a)
from front-view images; (b) from side-view images

contour fault type. Since the contour faults will cause structural damages on vehicle mir-
rors and reduce the ability to withstand outer stress and pressure, the degree of harm
is even more than the surface faults for vehicle mirrors. After performing the grinding
operation, the burr faults almost do not exist. The damages edges are the main flaws in
the contour fault type. The defect sizes of common car mirrors needed to be inspected
out are at least 0.20 mm for the surface fault type and 0.26 mm for the contour fault type.
Appearance faults on the curved convex surfaces are hard to be examined for technical
inspectors because of light reflection on mirror surfaces. In this study, we investigate
the trial WIP car mirrors with length 18.1 cm, width 10.71 cm, and thickness 0.2 cm,
arbitrarily chosen from the production lines of car mirrors. To clearly identify the contour
faults on car mirrors, ideal visual examinations from one front view, one back view, and
four side views will be conducted on mirror samples.
A car mirror has a rectangular form with round corners and curve surface and the

contour faults to be inspected can be found on the outer edges of the mirror. The curved
mirror has the surface of higher reflection and wider field of view which is more complex
than that of the plane mirror of vehicle. The majority of contour faults are highly of
many kinds and can suppose different forms. Figure 2 shows the locations of contour
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faults on car mirrors displayed on both front-view images and corresponding side-view
images. Some contour faults do not appear simultaneously on both of the front-view
image and side-view image due to various locations, shapes, sizes of faults. Therefore, the
two types of images need to be investigated to make sure the existence of contour faults.

Since car mirrors have high reflective surfaces, those reflected lightings make the flaw
inspection work more difficult when contour faults are inlaid on the curved surfaces of
car mirrors. High reflection on curved mirrors grows the difficulty of distinguishing the
contour faults on car mirrors. The angle diversity of capturing images makes it more
difficult to implement an automated fault inspection. Therefore, this study establishes
an automated contour fault inspection system of car mirrors to replace manual inspectors
from car mirror inspection tasks. We propose a wavelet descriptors based small variation
detection technique to examine contour faults on curved car mirrors.

The rest of the article is composed as follows. Firstly, we review the articles on current
techniques of image processing for appearance flaw inspection. Secondly, we describe
the proposed image procedures for detecting contour faults on car mirrors. Thirdly, we
execute the trials and assess the manifestation of the suggested model with traditional
techniques. Finally, we conclude the contributions and indicate the further directions.

2. Literature Review. Automated optical inspection (AOI) of appearance flaws has
changed into a crucial task for producers striving to upgrade goods quality and manu-
facturing efficiency [1,2]. AOI systems are arising in technologies that are beneficial in
many manufacturing industries, such as inspection of little appearance variations on ca-
pacitor chips of passive components [3], detection of appearance defects on textured and
non-textured surface parts [4], inspection of light-emitting diode (LED) chips [5]. These
applications can all decrease laborious manual inspection and increase product quality as
well as productivity by reducing both inspection time and human mistakes [6].

Illumination and reflectance are two key components in machine vision applications.
If the illumination source and the characteristics of the imaged objects are not matched
well, then the machine vision system may not deliver the reliable data required. Numerous
research examined the appearance defect detection of glass-related goods with refractive
and reflective surfaces, such as inspection of linear defects [7] and area blemishes [8] on
surfaces of capacitive touch displays, inspection of surface defects on the mobile phone
cover glass [9], detection of appearance defects on clear LED lenses [10] and textured LED
lenses [11]. These vision systems proposed suitable lighting devices and configurations for
image acquisitions and effective algorithms for defect identifications on various glass-
related goods.

Some studies further focused on investigating the appearance fault inspection of mirror
products with higher reflective surfaces. Chang et al. [12] developed an optical inspection
platform for surface defect detection on both of flat mirrors and touch panel glass. For the
car mirror inspections, Chiu et al. [13] addressed a Hough transform method for visual
distortion blemish inspection on transparent glass of car mirrors. Also, Lin and Hsieh [14]
developed an optical inspection system with small-shift detection skills to find reflection
distortion on curved car mirrors. From the above literature reviews, almost all of the
present studies regarding the glass-related products concentrate on industrial inspections
of optical lenses, transparent glass, and mirrors. These optical inspection systems focus
mainly on the surface and distortion defect detections. Since the contour faults could
cause structural damages of products and reduce ability to withstand stress, the degree
of harm is even more than the surface and distortion defects. Accordingly, we apply
wavelet descriptors and variation detection method to contour fault inspection on curved
car mirrors with high reflective surfaces.
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A remarkable shape characteristic of an object in a binary image is its object contour.
Shape information is conveyed through changes in the slopes of an object’s boundary.
The greatest change of the slopes is also called the largest curvature. Corner detection
is identical to find the high curvature points on planar curve. Many corner detection
methods calculated curvature maxima points using k-cosines as corners [15]. They are
applied to damage detection in civil engineering [16,17] and defect detection in manu-
facturing industry [18]. The curvature-based methods generally suffer from shortage of
rotation, translation, and scaling invariance, sensitivity to object deformations, and need
referential images for template matching [16,17].
Fourier descriptors are one of the highly employed shape expression schemes. The

Fourier descriptors utilize the Fourier transformed borders as the shape features. Related
studies used the Fourier transform based shape descriptors and its derivatives in object
analysis, such as fruit quality grading of mangoes [19], fast detection of surface defects on
micro-optical elements [20], object recognition in remote sensing images [21]. The Fourier
descriptors are simple to normalize data and are invariant to shape’s rotation, scaling,
translation, and changes of different starting points of boundary [22,23].
Wavelet transform permits a spatial-frequency decomposition of the input signal and

level of frequency resolution in wavelet domain is classically contemplated very coarse for
experiential spatial-frequency analysis [24,25]. The wavelet transform can be utilized to
depict a specified object form by wavelet descriptors. They were applied to identifying
objects on the basis of their profile form by originating in a number of wavelet descriptors
and contrasting them with those of specified profile patterns [26]. Some studies proposed
mixed methods based on wavelet transform for defect detections, such as combining with
Hilbert transform to extract fault signal for detection of rolling bearing defects [27] and
prediction of gear tooth defects [28], fusing with empirical mode analysis to detect induc-
tion motor defects [29]. The wavelet functions have excellent localization capabilities in
both spatial and frequency domains, allowing well expression of the local properties of
the patterns. Thus, the wavelet descriptors outperform the Fourier descriptors because
they have abilities to capture smaller differentiation between patterns [30].
Wavelet transform has the advantages of being fine enough to extract necessary infor-

mation from the decomposed components and representing the multi-resolution decompo-
sition. The variation detection method, exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA),
is frequently applied in statistical quality control to investigating the small change or de-
viation from regular production processes [31-33]. Such advantages of wavelet transform
combining with small variation detection method make the proposed approach suitable
and favorable for our study of contour fault detection on car mirrors.

3. Proposed WEWMA Approach. This study proposes a wavelet transformation
based exponentially weighted moving average (WEWMA) approach to inspect contour
faults for convex car mirrors. Two types of images called front-view images and side-view
images are captured from two views of real car mirror samples as the testing images. Five
steps are developed to accomplish the procedure of contour fault inspection. Firstly, image
preprocessing is carried out to eliminate background region and produce a binary edge
image of the input image by applying the Otsu method [34] for object segmentation and
Sobel edge detector [15] for edge detection to obtain the edge information of the object.
Secondly, the distances from mirror boundary points to object centroid are calculated
for describing the object shape and then are transformed to wavelet domain. Thirdly, by
selecting a proper decomposition level in frequency domain, the low-frequency components
are retained and the others are assigned to zero for rebuilding the object shape. Fourthly,
the filtered frequency components are conducted by the reverse 1-D wavelet transform to
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produce rebuilt distances. Then, distance deviations can be computed from comparing
the original and rebuilt distances of the object boundary points. Fifthly, the EWMA
model is applied to the distance deviations for detecting contour faults. Therefore, the
contour faults on the curved convex car mirrors can be exactly identified and located by
the proposed approach. Figure 3 describes the flow chart of the suggested method.

Figure 3. Flow chart of the proposed WEWMA approach

3.1. Image preprocessing procedure. For obtaining better image quality and inspec-
tion performance, a testing sample is divided into 7 parts for image acquisition. An entire
testing sample is captured into one front-view image and six side-view images to clearly
display the details of mirror contours on each image (Figure 4). This study uses the Otsu
method to binarize the testing images for segmenting mirrors from backgrounds and then
applies the Sobel edge detector to the binary images for obtaining boundary information
of the mirrors. Figure 5 shows the results in the process of image binarization and edge
detection, the binary images and edge images. The boundary information of objects in
each image is clearly recorded. Then, we calculate the distances from mirror boundary
points to object centroid in each image for further data transformation.

We assume a mirror with k boundary points and a centroid C. The Euclidean distance
vector D between the k boundary points (xi, yi) and the centroid C(xc, yc) is calculated
as

D = {d1, d2, . . . , dk} , di =
√

(xi − xc) + (yi − yc),

C = (xc, yc), xc =

∑k
i=1 xi

k
, yc =

∑k
i=1 yi
k

(1)

We normalize the Euclidean distance vector D to obtain the scaling-invariant vector
U ,

U = (u1, u2, . . . , ui, . . . , uk), ui =
di

max(D)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , k (2)

The normalized distance vector describing the shape of an object will be utilized as the
input for 1-D wavelet transformation.
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Figure 4. One front-view image and six side-view images captured from
a mirror sample

Figure 5. The binary images and edge images after applying the Otsu
method and Sobel edge detector in the testing images

Figure 6 shows the edge images and corresponding distance diagrams of the boundary
points to centroids of objects. Figures 6(a1) and 6(b1) are the edge images with marked
corners and contour faults for the front-view image and side-view image, respectively.
Figures 6(a2) and 6(b2) are the corresponding distance diagrams of boundary points to
centroids of objects for the front-view image and side-view image. The corner points
with notable and gradual changes on curves can be significantly identified in the distance
diagrams. However, the contour faults with little and abrupt changes on curves are hard
to be detected from the distance diagrams. We need to use more reactive features and
tools to identify the contour faults from the boundary points.

3.2. Wavelet filtering operation. The inspection work of this study includes detecting
irregular but vague flawed items, visual faults on the contours of highly reflective car mir-
rors. Lots of these unforeseen faults are exceedingly little in size and cannot be quantized
by clear measures, thereby making automatic fault inspection difficult. With excellent
spatial-frequency distinction ability and adjustable windows, the wavelet transform is
more efficient in expressing and discovering local characteristics of a curve because of the
time and frequency localization features of wavelet functions [35]. We employ the Haar
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Figure 6. The edge images and corresponding distance diagrams of
boundary points to centroids of objects: (a) for the front-view image; (b)
for the side-view image

wavelet transform to execute image transformation for frequency filtering because the
merits of Haar function include easy implementations, fast processing, memory saving,
and many signal characteristics [24].

For one layer of Haar wavelet decomposition on the normalized distance vector U , we
obtain a vector of low-frequency components L1 and a vector of high-frequency compo-
nents H1. This one layer of wavelet decomposition is denoted as follows,

U
Haar1→ (L1|H1) , L1 =

(
L1
1, L

1
2, . . . , L

1
i , . . . , L

1
k/2

)
,

H1 =
(
H1

1 , H
1
2 , . . . , H

1
i , . . . , H

1
k/2

) (3)

where L1
1 = (u1 + u2)/

√
2, L1

2 = (u3 + u4)/
√
2, . . . , L1

i = (u2i−1 + u2i)/
√
2, and H1

1 =
(u1 − u2)/

√
2, H1

2 = (u3 − u4)/
√
2, . . . , H1

i = (u2i−1 − u2i)/
√
2.

The Haar transform can be calculated stepwise by the mean value and half of the
difference of two adjacent normalized distance values and then multiplying the average
and half the difference by

√
2. The multiplication by

√
2 is needed in order to ensure

that the Haar transform preserves the energy of a signal [36]. The second layer of wavelet
decomposition is further decomposing the low-frequency components L1 and denoted as
follows,

L1 Haar2→ (L2|H2) , L2 =
(
L2
1, L

2
2, . . . , L

2
i , . . . , L

2
(k/2)/2

)
,

H2 =
(
H2

1 , H
2
2 , . . . , H

2
i , . . . , H

2
(k/2)/2

) (4)

where L2
1 =

(
L1
1 + L1

2

)
/
√
2, L2

2 =
(
L1

3 + L1
4

)
/
√
2, . . . , L2

i =
(
L1
2i−1 + L1

2i

)
/
√
2, and

H2
1 =

(
L1

1 − L1
2

)
/
√
2, H2

2 =
(
L1
3 − L1

4

)
/
√
2, . . . , H2

i =
(
L1
2i−1 − L1

2i

)
/
√
2.
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By selecting a proper decomposition level in frequency domain, the low-pass filtering
means the low-frequency components are retained and the others are assigned to zero (e.g.,
H2 = 0 for second layer decomposition) for rebuilding the object shape. Assume the low-

frequency components in the first layer decomposition be l1 =
(
l11, l

1
2, . . . , l

1
i , . . . , l

1
k/2

)
, the

inverse wavelet transform of the low-pass filtering in the second layer decomposition can
be denoted as

l1
Haar2←

(
L2|H2

)
, L2 =

(
L2

1, L
2
2, . . . , L

2
i , . . . , L

2
(k/2)/2

)
, H2 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) (5)

where l11 =
√
2(L2

1+0)
2

, l13 =
√
2(L2

2+0)
2

, . . . , l1
2i−1

=
√
2(L2

i+0)
2

, and l12 =
√
2(L2

1−0)
2

, l14 =
√
2(L2

2−0)
2

, . . . , l12i =
√
2(L2

i−0)
2

.
Similarly, assuming the rebuilt array beW = (w1, w2, . . . , wi, . . . , wk), the inverse trans-

form of the low-pass filtering in the first layer decomposition is expressed as

W
Haar1←

(
l1|H1

)
, l1 =

(
l11, l

1
2, . . . , l

1
i , . . . , l

1
k/2

)
, H1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) (6)

where w1 =
√
2(l1+0)

2
, w3 =

√
2(l2+0)

2
, . . . , w2i−1 =

√
2(li+0)

2
, and w2 =

√
2(l1−0)

2
, w4 =

√
2(l2−0)

2
,

. . . , w2i =
√
2(li−0)

2
.

Through filtering the high-frequency components in distinct decomposed layers for in-
verse wavelet transform, the rebuilt array will retain approximated shapes of objects
and enhance exclusively general contours. There is essential information in the retained
low-frequency components than that in the high-frequency components.
Figure 7 shows testing images and corresponding distance diagrams from boundary

points to centroids in wavelet domain before and after applying the low-pass wavelet
filtering for faultless and fault mirrors. After proceeding the low-pass wavelet filtering, not
only the four corners but also the contour faults are significantly enhanced in the wavelet
domain. The filtered frequency components are conducted by the inverse 1-D wavelet
transform to produce rebuilt distances. Then, distance deviations can be computed from

Figure 7. Testing images and corresponding distance diagrams from
boundary points to centroids in wavelet domain before and after applying
the low-pass wavelet filtering for faultless and fault mirrors
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comparing the original and rebuilt distances of the object. Subsequently, the EWMA
model is applied to the distance deviations for detecting contour faults.

3.3. One-sided EWMA model based on distance deviations. We assume the re-
built distance vector be W after the distance vector U is conducted the wavelet low-pass
filtering. The distance deviation vector Q can be calculated from differences between the
original and rebuilt distances of the object.

Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qi, . . . , qk}, qi = |wi − ui| (7)

Figure 8 shows the distance deviation diagrams for the front-view and the side-view
images after applying the wavelet low-pass filtering.

Figure 8. Distance deviation diagrams for (a) the front-view image and
(b) the side-view image after applying wavelet low-pass filtering

There are many boundary points for a front-view image or a side view image of a mirror.
For the consideration of computation efficiency, we take sampling on the data of distance
deviation vector Q to obtain a sampling distance deviation vector S,

S =
{
s1, s2, . . . , si, . . . , sk/10

}
(8)

s1 = max(q1, q2, . . . , q10), s2 = max(q11, q12, . . . , q20), si = max(q(i−1)×10+1, q(i−1)×10+2, . . .,
qi×10).

We select the maximum value of every 10 consecutive distance deviations as the repre-
sentative value in each sampling. Figure 9 shows the sampling distance deviation diagrams
of the front-view image and the side-view image. Subsequently, the EWMA model will

Figure 9. Sampling distance deviation diagrams of (a) the front-view im-
age and (b) the side-view image
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be applied on the sampling distance deviations to find slight changes of the distance
deviations for detecting contour faults.
To detect slight changes in the distance deviations, this research suggests the EWMA

model to investigate the small change. The exponentially weighted moving average Zi is
defined as:

zi = λsi + (1− λ)zi−1 (9)

z0 = µ =

k/10∑
i=1

si (10)

where 0 < λ 5 1 is a constant and the initial value is the process target Z0 = µ0. The
values of the parameter λ smoothing constant or called weight in the interval 0.05 ∼ 0.25
work well for small shift detection in practice [31]. The upper control limit for the one-
sided EWMA control method is as follows:

UCLi = X + Lσ

√
λ

2− λ
[1− (1− λ2i)] (11)

The parameter settings of the model are the multiple of standard deviation utilized
in the upper control limit (L) and the value of λ. The manifestation of the EWMA
control technique is excellent in small-change detection, and in some ways it is easier to
establish and work [37]. Figure 10 shows the contour faults are correctly identified by the
EWMA model in both front-view image and side-view image. The results indicate that
the contour faults on car mirrors are correctly separated in the binary image, in spite of
mirrors with high reflection.
In this study, we investigate a supervised contour inspection issue. Supervised systems

are general in automated optical inspection and are suitable for controlled conditions

Figure 10. The contour faults are correctly identified by the EWMAmod-
el in both front-view image and side-view image.
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in manufacturing processes. The number of decomposition levels of wavelet transform
filtering and the parameter settings used for EWMA model are prearranged from a train-
ing stage. The influence of number of multi-resolution levels and EWMA parameters on
inspection outcomes are empirically assessed in the next section.

4. Implementation and Analyses. In this section, we carry out the proposed approach
and execute trials to assess its manifestation in inspecting contour faults of objects with
different shapes. To strengthen the visibility of contour faults, we utilize the following
equipment in the developed vision system: a white LED backlight plate with size of
300×300 mm, a 500M-pixels color CCD, a lens with focal length 12 mm, and a three-axis
XYZ electronic controlled table. Figure 11 depicts the structures of the circumstance
where we scan car mirrors to be utilized as testing images in the trials. Figure 11(a)
shows the setups for capturing front-view and back-view images, and Figure 11(b) is for
capturing side-view images. Figures 11(c) and 11(d) are schematic diagrams for describing
the placement angle (90◦) for the long sides and the angle (75◦) for the short sides.
Experiments are conducted on real car mirrors comprising 300 testing images (100 normal
images and 200 defective images) for each of capturing from front-view angle and side-
view angles. Each image of the car mirror has a size of 2560× 1920 pixels. This contour
fault inspection arithmetic is implemented in the 6th edition of C++ Builder compiler on
a computer (Intel Core i5-4210M CPU @ 2.60GHz 2.60 GHz).

Figure 11. Circumstance structures of scanning a car mirror sample: (a)
for capturing front-view and back-view images; (b) for capturing side-view
images; (c) the placement angle for the long sides of a mirror; (d) the
placement angle for the short sides

To quantitatively confirm the capability of the suggested approach, we compare the
outcomes of these assessments against those provided by technical assessors (i.e., ground
truth). The manifestation evaluation measures, (1−α) and (1−β), are adopted to stand
for exact inspection decisions; the larger the two measures, the more exact the inspection
results [38]. Incorrect alert rate (α, regarding normal districts as contour faults), divides
the area of regular districts inspected as contour faults by the area of real regular districts
to obtain the mistake. Absent alert rate (β, failing to alert real contour faults), divides
the area of undetected real contour faults by the area of real contour faults to obtain the
mistake.
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4.1. Parameter settings of the proposed method. The WEWMA method including
two procedures, wavelet descriptors and EWMAmodel, has some parameters needed to be
determined based on inspection performance. We use a small sample size with 60 defective
images to conduct experiments to search for better parameter settings of the proposed
approach. The distance arrays applying wavelet filtering in a suitable breakdown level will
effectively enhance partial contour faults on mirror images. Figures 12 and 13 show three
distance deviation diagrams after applying the low-pass wavelet filtering operations with
breakdown levels 1, 2, and 3 for a front-view image and a side-view image, separately.
To evaluate the influence of changing the number of breakdown levels on rebuilt results,
Table 1 presents the fault detection results for the breakdown levels 1, 2, and 3. All
these distance diagrams are individually rebuilt from a filtered high-frequency part and a
retained low-frequency part with the Haar wavelet. The distance diagrams of the front-
view image demonstrate that too little the number of breakdown level (e.g., 1) cannot
adequately separate faults from the mirror contours and leads to lots of incorrect alerts.
However, too big the number of breakdown levels (e.g., 2 and 3) for the side-view image
produces the diverse effect of the faults and causes many missing alerts. The numbers of
breakdown levels, 2 for the front-view images and 1 for the side-view images, are more
appropriate to emphasize contour faults in the rebuilt distance arrays. Our trials on a
variety of testing images have verified that wavelet breakdown levels 1 and 2 are ordinarily
appropriate for this contour fault inspection application.

Figure 12. (a) A distance diagram and three distance deviation diagrams
for a front-view image applying wavelet filtering operations with (b) break-
down level 1; (c) breakdown level 2; (d) breakdown level 3

Similarly, choices of the parameters λ and L determine the upper control limit of the
EWMA model. The EWMA design procedure would consist of specifying the desired in-
control and out-of-control average run lengths (ARL) and the magnitude of the process
shift that is expected, and then to select the combination of λ and L that provide the
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Figure 13. (a) A distance diagram and three distance deviation diagrams
for a side-view image applying wavelet filtering operations with (b) break-
down level 1; (c) breakdown level 2; (d) breakdown level 3

Table 1. Performance evaluation table for front-view and side-view images
inspected by the proposed method with various breakdown levels of wavelet
filtering operations

Wavelet transform Front-view images Side-view images
Decomposition level 1 2 3 1 2 3

α% 1.41 0.50 0.34 1.07 0.27 0.14
(1− β)% 80.52 80.09 60.02 83.16 52.20 24.47
CR% 98.40 99.30 99.36 98.64 98.68 98.31

desired ARL performance [31]. Although using smaller values of λ to detect smaller shifts
for general two-sided EWMA charts, this study applying one-sided EWMA model uses
larger values of λ to avoid the inertia effect. This effect could take the one-sided EWMA
several periods to react to the shift because the small λ does not weigh the new data very
heavily and reduce the effectiveness of the EWMA in shift detection [39,40].

In our experiments, Tables 2 and 3 list the performance evaluation indices based on area
pixels for front-view and side-view images inspected by the proposed method with various
parameter combinations (λ, L) of EWMA models, respectively. They indicate the fault
detection performances of the EWMA model based on area pixels with parameter settings
(λ, L) values of (0.7, 2.2∼2.4) for front-view images and (0.7, 1.2∼1.4) for side-view images
have better detection result with erroneous alert rate less than 1.7% and fault detection
rate at least 80%. For further precisely deciding both of the key parameters based on not
only the area pixels but also the image numbers, we conduct more experiments to evaluate
the inspection performance. Tables 4 and 5 reveal the fault detection performances of the
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Table 2. Performance evaluation table based on area pixels for front-view
images inspected by the proposed method with various parameter combi-
nations (λ, L) of EWMA models

λ 0.5 0.6
L 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4
α% 9.37 9.92 10.36 10.77 9.86 10.45 11.31 11.62 8.58 2.66

(1− β)% 73.47 76.55 77.56 80.15 82.14 77.24 80.03 84.92 88.22 83.42
CR% 85.31 88.02 92.74 97.22 98.62 89.43 88.59 88.29 98.14 98.65
λ 0.7 0.8
L 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4
α% 11.98 12.18 7.92 1.70 0.44 12.70 8.19 1.67 0.48 0.37

(1− β)% 83.39 86.67 88.51 85.13 79.73 88.69 88.89 87.54 80.79 76.71
CR% 87.95 87.76 91.97 98.13 99.35 87.25 91.71 97.58 99.35 99.39

Table 3. Performance evaluation table based on area pixels for side-view
images inspected by the proposed method with various parameter combi-
nations (λ, L) of EWMA models

λ 0.5 0.6
L 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
α% 3.75 3.01 2.02 1.55 0.85 3.64 2.59 2.04 1.05 0.73

(1− β)% 53.46 74.38 79.39 74.27 69.04 70.60 79.70 83.66 80.84 71.72
CR% 95.48 96.53 97.58 98.03 98.60 95.89 97.04 97.71 98.57 98.74
λ 0.7 0.8
L 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6
α% 3.50 2.50 1.52 1.02 0.75 3.07 2.17 1.44 1.04 0.69

(1− β)% 81.70 86.91 88.90 81.08 71.98 83.50 88.51 88.31 78.76 65.97
CR% 96.21 97.30 98.29 98.61 98.72 96.68 97.67 98.36 98.55 98.62

Table 4. Performance evaluation table based on area pixels and image
numbers for front-view images inspected by the proposed method with var-
ious parameter combinations (λ, L) of EWMA models

λ 0.7
L 2.2 2.25 2.3 2.33 2.35 2.4
α% 1.70 0.86 0.57 0.50 0.46 0.44

(1− β)% 85.13 83.83 82.56 80.09 79.56 79.73
CR% 98.13 98.96 99.25 99.30 99.32 99.35

Number of incorrect 20/20 13/20 5/20 2/20 1/20 1/20
fault images (100%) (65%) (25%) (10%) (5%) (5%)

Number of correct 37/40 37/40 37/40 35/40 34/40 34/40
fault images (92.5%) (92.5%) (92.5%) (87.5%) (85%) (85%)
Total images 60 60 60 60 60 60

EWMA model with parameter settings (λ, L) values of (0.7, 2.33) for front-view images
and (0.7, 1.35) for side-view images have better detection results based on both criteria
of area pixels and image numbers. This indicates that the more exact parameter settings
of the proposed method are chosen, the better outcomes of the fault detection will have.
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Table 5. Performance evaluation table based on area pixels and image
numbers for side-view images inspected by the proposed method with var-
ious parameter combinations (λ, L) of EWMA models

λ 0.7
L 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35 1.4
α% 1.52 1.22 1.17 1.07 1.02

(1− β)% 88.90 87.17 85.86 83.16 81.08
CR% 98.29 98.55 98.58 98.64 98.6056

Number of incorrect 5/20 2/20 2/20 1/20 1/20
fault images (25%) (10%) (10%) (5%) (5%)

Number of correct 39/40 38/40 38/40 37/40 36/40
fault images (97.5%) (95%) (95%) (92.5%) (90%)
Total images 60 60 60 60 60

4.2. Performance assessment of distinct detection techniques. To assess perfor-
mance of the contour fault detection on convex car mirrors with large sample size (300
testing images), two traditional schemes and the proposed method are assessed against the
outcomes by professional inspectors. Figures 14 and 15 show partial results of detecting
contour faults for front-view and side-view images by the curvature method, Fourier de-
scriptors method, suggested method, and professional censor, respectively. The curvature

Figure 14. Partial detection results of the front-view images by curvature
method, Fourier descriptors method, proposed method, and inspector

Figure 15. Partial detection results of the side-view images by curvature
method, Fourier descriptors method, proposed method, and inspector
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method makes many missing alerts in contour fault inspection. The Fourier descriptors
and the suggested method inspect almost all of the contour faults and make little mistak-
en decisions. Thence, the frequency domain techniques surpass the spatial domain skill
in the contour fault inspection of convex car mirrors.
Tables 6 and 7 sum up the inspection outcomes of our trials with large sample size.

The average contour fault inspection rates (1− β) of all testing samples based on image
numbers by the three methods are, respectively, 9.0% (8.5%) by curvature method, 80%
(61%) by Fourier descriptors method, and 86% (92%) by proposed method for front-view
images and side-view images (shown in parentheses). Nevertheless, the two traditional
methods have remarkably larger incorrect alert rates (α) based on image numbers, 15%
(68%) by curvature method and 25% (23%) by Fourier descriptors method. Otherwise,
the proposed approach has quite smaller incorrect alert rates, 7% (5%) for the two kinds of
testing images. More concretely, the suggested method not only has larger fault inspection
rates but also has smaller incorrect alert rates employed to contour fault inspection on
convex mirror images.

Table 6. Performance evaluation table for the front-view images inspected
by curvature method, Fourier descriptors method, and proposed method

Spatial domain Frequency domain
Curvature Fourier descriptors Proposed method

α% 0.07 0.013 0.34
(1− β)% 56.44 75.23 81.13
CR% 99.57 99.96 99.49

Number of falsely 15/100 25/100 7/100
detected images (15%) (25%) (7%)

Number of correctly 18/200 160/200 172/200
detected images (9%) (80%) (86%)

Time (Sec./image) 2.19 4.90 2.28

Table 7. Performance evaluation table for the side-view images inspected
by curvature method, Fourier descriptors method, and proposed method

Spatial domain Frequency domain
Curvature Fourier descriptors Proposed method

α% 0.32 0.75 1.34
(1− β)% 31.59 62.37 84.02
CR% 98.03 98.87 98.33

Number of falsely 68/100 23/100 5/100
detected images (68%) (23%) (5%)

Number of correctly 17/200 122/200 184/200
detected images (8.5%) (61%) (92%)

Time (Sec./image) 1.85 4.84 2.21

The average processing times for inspecting an image of 2560 × 1920 pixels are: 1.85
seconds by curvature method, 4.84 seconds by Fourier descriptors method, 2.21 seconds
by suggested method. The mean processing time of the suggested method is more than
two times quicker than that of the Fourier descriptors method. The suggested method
conquers the troubles of inspecting contour faults on mirror images with high reflection
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and outperforms in the ability of accurately differentiating contour faults from normal
regions.

4.3. Inspection of concave parts. To evaluate the performance of inspecting contour
faults on concave objects as well as convex objects by the proposed approach, experiments
on various concave objects are explored. Figure 16 shows the partial results of detecting
contour faults on four concave objects by the proposed method. We find most of the
real contour faults are detected and only very few normal districts are detected as faults
on the concave objects. In applying to real industrial parts, Figure 17 shows the results
of inspecting concave memory cards with faultless and contour faults by the proposed
method. It indicates even very small contour faults on the concave memory cards can
also be precisely identified regardless of concave or convex object shapes.

Figure 16. Inspection results of various concave objects with contour
faults by the proposed method

Figure 17. Inspection results of concave memory cards with faultless and
faults by the proposed method

5. Conclusions. This research proposes a wavelet transformation based exponentially
weighted moving average approach to inspect contour faults for convex car mirrors. This
WEWMA scheme achieves self-comparison between the testing image and the rebuilt one
and does not rely on any standard pattern for matching. This approach only uses self-own
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information of the testing images to determine whether there are any irregular contour
changes on object contours. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method
reaches at least a large 81.13% probability of exactly distinguishing contour faults from
rough boundaries and no more than a small 1.34% probability of incorrectly detecting
normal districts as contour faults on uneven profiles of car mirrors. Major restrictions
of the present method need to be conquered in the future study as follows, it will make
lots of missing alerts if some contour faults are gathering in a narrow scope, and it is not
reactive to discriminate the contour faults with gradual changes in shapes.
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